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Secure Computer and Network Systems: Modeling, Analysis and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Secure Computer and Network Systems    

    Modeling, Analysis and Design    

    

    Nong Ye, Arizona State University, USA    

    

    Computer and network systems have given us unlimited opportunities of reducing cost, improving efficiency, and increasing revenues, as demonstrated by...
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The Dip: A Little Book That Teaches You When to Quit (and When to Stick)Portfolio Hardcover, 2007

	A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestseller 


	In this iconic bestseller, popular business blogger and bestselling author Seth Godin proves that winners are really just the best quitters. Godin shows that winners quit fast, quit often, and quit without guilt—until they commit...
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Macs For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to the wonderful world of Mac! Here's the fun and easy way® to get going
Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your Mac can do! This handy guide helps you figure out the nuts and bolts of your Mac. Navigate the Mac desktop, back up your computer via Time Machine, e-mail photos to friends and family, shoot an iMovie,...
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The Metacolonial State: Pakistan, Critical Ontology, and the Biopolitical Horizons of Political Islam (Antipode Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		'An urgent and extraordinary book. Weaving a philosophical analysis of Heidegger, Agamben and Foucault, Jan draws out the implications of their thought for a radical analysis of the ontological politics of Islam and Pakistan. Whether writing about the 'Ulama and Deoband schools, blasphemy laws, the military, beards, or the...
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Enterprise & Small Business: Principles, Practice & PolicyFinancial Times Management, 2006

	"This book is probably the best general small business text available at present." Dr Jonathan Lean, Principal Lecturer in Strategic Management, University of Plymouth Business School, UK Want to be at the cutting edge of this dynamic and exciting subject? This text delivers the latest research, current thinking and practice, and...
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Virtual Reality and the Built EnvironmentArchitectural Press, 2002
This is the first text to focus on virtual reality applications for design of the built environment. This guide explores the use of virtual reality at the practical level. It provides an overview of industrial applications of virtual reality and explores relevant scientific research.

Virtual Reality in the Built...
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The Open Mobile Alliance: Delivering Service Enablers for Next-Generation ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A practical overview of OMA specifications and how they enable mobile multimedia services & much more …!    

    The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) is an industry forum, which develops open specifications to help in the creation of applications and services to be deployed over converged networks. The alliance is...
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Internet and Network Economics: 7th International Workshop, WINE 2011, Singapore, December 11-14, 2011Springer, 2011

	This volume contains the papers presented at WINE 2011: 7th Workshop on Internet
	and Network Economics held during December 11–14, 2011 in Singapore.


	Over the past decade, there has been a growing interaction between researchers
	in theoretical computer science, networking and security, economics,
	mathematics, sociology,...
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E-learning And Virtual Science CentersInformation Science Publishing, 2005
The key to the success of the clinical healthcare sector in the 21st century is to achieve
an effective integration of technology with human-based clinical decision-making processes.
By doing so, healthcare institutions are free to disseminate acquired knowledge
in a manner that ensures its availability to other healthcare...
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A New Twist to Fourier TransformsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Making use of the inherent helix in the Fourier transform expression, this book illustrates both Fourier transforms and their properties in the round. The author draws on elementary complex algebra to manipulate the transforms, presenting the ideas in such a way as to avoid pages of complicated mathematics. Similarly, abbreviations...
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Algorithms and Computation: 20th International Symposium, ISAAC 2009, Honolulu, HawaiiSpringer, 2010

	The papers in this volume were presented at the 20th Annual International Symposium
	on Algorithms and Computation, held December 16–18, 2009, in Hawaii,
	USA. In response to the Call-for-Papers, 279 papers were submitted. Each paper
	received at least three reviews by either Program Committee members or experts
	selected by Program...
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The Nordstrom Way to Customer Service Excellence: A Handbook For Implementing Great Service in Your OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The Nordstrom Way to Customer Service Excellence describes how Nordstrom earned its legendary reputation—and reveals the principles behind its phenomenal customer service. If you want to be the Nordstrom of your industry, this is your guidebook. It will help any company put in place Nordstrom-style systems, motivational tools, and a...
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